Regulation of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis. Specificity of the 'recovery-associated' suppressor cells.
We previously reported the presence of suppressor cells in Lewis rats at the very time of spontaneous recovery from experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis. As these 'recovery-associated' suppressor cells might be implicated in the self-cure process, we investigated their specificity on the in vitro lymphoproliferative responses of a T cell line specific for myelin basic protein (MBP). We report now that these suppressor cells found in the thymus are specific for MBP, and not for T cell receptors, contrasting with the 'post-recovery' suppressor cell specificity reported by others. Furthermore, they do not recognize the encephalitogenic peptide 71-84, suggesting that their specificity involves an epitope outside (or partially out of) the encephalitogenic sequence.